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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0212106A1] 1. A method of transmitting measured values in a surveillance system for the protection of buildings and having monitoring
points (MS) which contain a measuring sensor (M), a measured value transducer (W) and a switch element (S) controlled by a monitoring unit (KE),
and which, for the purpose of transmitting signals, are connected in a chain-like manner by way of signal lines (L) to first pairs of terminals (K1)
of a signal exchange (Z) in which the signals are then combined to obtain differentiated fault or alarm signals, characterised in that the switching
elements (S) provided in the monitoring points (MS) are conductive when put into operation, whereby the line signal on the signal line (L) arrives
at all the monitoring points (MS) and permits the latter to synchronize to the synchronizing information contained in the line signal, that all the
monitoring points (MS) are brought into a neutral state by a reset command from the signal exchange (Z), that the associated switching element (S)
is momentarily opened by a control command of the monitoring unit (KE) at predetermined instant within the time raster defined by the synchronizing
information, and that, as a result of this voltage interruption, all the monitoring points (MS), with the exception of the first monitoring point, receive a
mark which indicates that the line signal received only serves for synchronization purposes and not for evaluation, and that the first monitoring point
(MS1) is the only one to evaluate the signal, perform the corresponding command, give the reply and then switch on the switching element (S1)
permanently, whereby the following monitoring point (MS2) receives a line signal without a mark and therefore in turn evaluates the signal, performs
the corresponding command, gives a reply and then also switches on the associated switching element (S2) permanently, so that the operation can
be repeated at the further monitoring points (MS) until the cycle is terminated at the last monitoring point (MSm) and a fresh cycle is started by a
reset command by bringing all the monitoring points (MS) into the neutral state again.
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